Ameridrives has become a pioneer and global leader in advanced coupling technologies that compensate or minimize the effects of unavoidable misalignment and end movement of coupled shafts.

Ameridrives offers a wide range of products including Amerigear gear couplings and mill spindles, high-performance Ameriflex® diaphragm couplings, TurboFlex GC® disc couplings, and a full line of Americardan universal joints.

**Amerigear Couplings**
Amerigear couplings are fully-crowned gear teeth, provide operational benefits including maximum load-carrying capacity with minimum size, maximum reliability and long life.

**SM Series Gear Spindle**
SM Series gear spindles are designed for medium to high torque mill applications which require rugged strength. Units can operate at high misalignment angles.

**Americardan® Universal Joint**
Americardan Universal Joints are designed for operation at high misalignment angles up to 15°. Bearing and seal design resist lubrication loss and contamination. Ideal for use in severe atmospheric conditions.

**Turboflex GC® Disc Couplings**
GC Series couplings feature unitized, straight-sided flexible discs for ease of installation. Up-to-date design targeted specifically for heavy industrial applications.

**Ameriflex® Diaphragm Couplings**
Unique diaphragm design permits high-torque density and low weight.
- API-671 compliant
- Best for high axial travel requirements
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Everything Altra
From the Altra homepage you can connect to all of our brands, and visit our market portals to find solutions for your specific needs.

www.altramotion.com

Motion Control and Power Transmission Solutions
Altra is a premier global designer and producer of a wide range of motion-control and power transmission solutions, with engineered components and systems that provide the essential control of equipment speed, torque, positioning, and other functions. Altra products can be used in nearly any machine, process, or application involving motion. From precision gears and pulleys to heavy-duty brakes used in sugarcane applications, Altra has been solving complex customer challenges around the world for decades.

Get Connected
The Altra Newsroom makes it quick and easy for you to get the news you need when you need it. From new literature releases to trade show schedules, the news is at your fingertips 24 hours a day.

www.altramotion.com/newsroom

Literature Portal
Conveniently download and request Altra’s latest catalogs, brochures, service manuals and more on the Literature Portal. Find the latest product information to meet your power transmission requirements by going to any Altra brand website and clicking on the Literature tab.

www.altraliterature.com

Creating A Premier Industrial Company

Ameridrives
Bauer Gear Motor
Bibby Turbodrives
Boston Gear
Delevan
Delroyd Worm Gear
Deltran
Formsprag Clutch
Guardian Couplings
Huco
Jacobs Vehicle Systems
Kilian
Kollmorgen
Lamiflex Couplings
Marland Clutch
Matrix
Nuttall Gear
Portescap
Sieber
STromag
Svendborg Brakes
TB Wood’s
Thomson
Twiflex
Warner Electric
Warner Linear
Wichita Clutch
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